


“ [ W] hat sets the Pine Needles Fellowship apart from other artist residency programs is 
the access to everyone at the Research Station . Conversations with scientists and lab 
technicians were the starting point for new poems .” - Kim Roberts, 2016 

“  I would repeat this residency in a heartbeat ! ” - Jeanne Kosfeld, 2010 



“ I canoed to the tavern in town for a pint of local Stillwater-brewed ale; biked the state 
park to the north and every other day to the eagle nest in Marine;  and used Line Two 

(my feet) to access everything else .” - William Powers, 2011 

 

“ It was wonderful to experience relative isolation in a live-work space 
with amenities nearby . This allowed for solitude, slow contemplation, and 
efficient working time...all things that were particularly beneficial for my 
time consuming detail-oriented techniques . The environment was both 
peaceful and engaging, and offered much in the way of inspiration .”        
- Robin Smith, 2009 

“ I have been to a rather large number of artist residency programs and art colonies, so I have a good basis for 
comparison — and I can say without hesitation that this program is well organized, specific in its scope, and extremely 
well run. I plan to recommend it to others . Thank you again for this amazing opportunity .”  - Kim Roberts, 2016 



“ Pine Needles is a glorious place . There could not be a more beautiful  
or peaceful place for creative pursuits . The richness of the Dunn legacy 

is evident, and helps artists connect with the local history …[and the] 
charm of the place .”  - Gary Noren & Marty Harding 
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“Creativity can really bloom when it has no interruption and you 
can get lost in your dorky little imagination”  

- Joshua Cunningham, 2015
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